Solid-state systems which mimic two-level atoms are being actively developed. Improving the quantum coherence of these systems, for instance spin qubits or single photon emitters using semiconductor quantum dots, involves dealing with noise. The sources of noise are inherent to the semiconductor and are complex. Charge noise results in a fluctuating electric field, spin noise in a fluctuating magnetic field at the location of the qubit, and both can lead to dephasing and decoherence of optical and spin states. We investigate noise in an ultra-pure semiconductor using a minimally-invasive, ultra-sensitive, local probe: resonance fluorescence from a single quantum dot. We distinguish between charge noise and spin noise via a crucial difference in their optical signatures. Noise spectra for both electric and magnetic fields are derived. The noise spectrum of the charge noise can be fully described by the fluctuations in an ensemble of localized charge defects in the semiconductor. We demonstrate the "semiconductor vacuum" for the optical transition at frequencies above 50 kHz: by operating the device at high enough frequencies, we demonstrate transform-limited quantum dot optical linewidths.
field dependence of the g-factor 8, 9 . The second source of noise, spin noise, arises typically from fluctuations in the nuclear spins of the host material and, on account of the hyperfine interaction, results in a fluctuating magnetic field (the Overhauser field) experienced by an electron spin 10, 11 .
Spin noise from noisy nuclei results in rapid spin dephasing in a GaAs quantum dot [12] [13] [14] .
Strategies for reducing noise involve working with ultra-clean materials to minimize charge noise, and possibly nuclear spin-free materials to eliminate spin noise. Two spectacular examples are isotopically-pure diamond 15 and isotopically-pure silicon 16 for both of which spin coherence of localized spins is impressive. Abandoning GaAs comes however with a significant loss of flexibility for both spin qubits and quantum photonics applications. A second powerful paradigm is the use of dynamic decoupling, schemes which employ complex echo-like sequences to "protect" the qubit from environmental fluctuations [17] [18] [19] . In this case, it is absolutely crucial for success that the noise power decreases with increasing frequency.
For quantum dot-based single photon sources, the linewidths are in the best case (high quality material with resonant excitation) typically about a factor of two larger than the transform limit in which the linewidth is determined only by the radiative decay time [5] [6] [7] . This is a poor state of affairs for applications which rely on photon indistinguishability, the resource underpinning a quantum repeater for instance. It has been surmised that the increase in linewidth above the ideal limit arises from a spectral wandering 5, 7 but the exact origin of the noise and its frequency dependence has not been pinned down. This ignorance makes engineering better quantum devices difficult.
It is clear that untreated noisy nuclei limit the electron spin coherence of a spin qubit 10, 11, 20 .
However, the mesoscopic nature -a quantum dot contains 10 5 − 10 6 nuclear spins -allows the nuclear spins to be manipulated, both quietened down and polarized 21 . Typically, the total nuclear spin noise is inferred indirectly from the electron spin coherence. A spin noise spectrum has been deduced at high frequencies from the time dependence of spin qubit dynamic decoupling 22 , and at low frequencies from successive spin qubit readout operations 23 , leaving a gap at intermediate frequencies 24 .
We present here an investigation of noise in an ultra-clean semiconductor quantum device, using a minimally-invasive, ultra-sensitive, local probe: resonance fluorescence from a single quantum dot, Fig. 1(a) . We present noise spectra with 4 decades of resolution in the noise amplitude (8 in the noise power) over 6 decades of frequency, from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz, Fig. 2 (a) , (b) . Significantly, we have discovered a spectroscopic way to distinguish charge noise from spin noise, Fig. 3 . We find that the charge noise is concentrated at low frequencies and gives a large noise amplitude but only in a small bandwidth. The spin noise lies at higher frequencies and gives much weaker noise amplitudes but over a much larger bandwidth. Remarkably, our experiment is able to reveal the full spectrum of the fluctuating nuclear spin ensemble. We translate the resonance fluorescence noise spectrum into two separate noise spectra, one for the local electric field (charge noise) and one for the local magnetic field (spin noise). Both noise sources have Lorentzian power spectra with a 1/f 2 -dependence at "high" frequency. The combined noise falls rapidly with frequency becoming insignificant above 50 kHz, the "semiconductor vacuum", for the optical transition. The sample consists of a layer of self-assembled InGaAs quantum dots in an ultra-clean GaAs n-i-Schottky field effect device 25, 26 . A single quantum dot is driven resonantly with a coherent continuous wave laser in the linear regime. The resonance fluorescence (RF) is detected by counting individual photons.
Detuning of the quantum dot relative to the constant frequency laser is achieved by tuning the quantum dot via the dc Stark effect. Once the parameters have been set for a particular experiment, we record the arrival time of every photon for the duration of the experiment. Post-measurement, the data sets are analysed by setting a binning time and performing a fast Fourier transform to yield RF noise versus frequency f spectra.
A typical time trace of the RF is shown in Fig. 1(b) with binning time 10 ms. At first sight, one might think that the time trace is unlikely to be very revealing about the environmental noise at the location of the quantum dot as the experiment itself and not just the quantum dot is a source of noise, mostly shot noise. However, this experimental noise is highly reproducible.
We record its spectrum carefully and, using a new protocol (see Methods) subtract it from the total noise to determine the quantum dot noise. In this way, our experiment becomes sensitive to quantum dot noise which is just a few % of the shot noise. Our protocol (see Methods) yields a noise amplitude for the normalized RF signal
the Fourier transform of the quantum dot RF signal and S(t) is the average count rate over the experiment.
Charge noise versus spin noise The spectrum of the noise in the RF arising from the quantum dot is shown in Fig. 2(a) . In this case, the gate voltage V g is set so that the quantum dot contains a single electron and the laser drives the trion resonance, X 1− . Two features can be made out in the noise spectrum, a roll-off-like spectrum with "high" amplitude and "low" characteristic frequency, and a roll-off-like spectrum with "low" amplitude and "high" characteristic frequency. This points to the presence of two noise sources in the semiconductor. But is the noise charge noise or spin noise? To identify the two noise sources, we present noise spectra taken with two detunings, one with average detuning zero δ = 0 (i.e. detuning averaged over the experiment is zero), the other with average detuning half a linewidth, δ = Γ/2, Fig "breathing motion" of the RF spectrum. Sensitivity to spin noise in the RF is therefore strong for δ = 0, weak for δ = Γ/2. The crucial point is that, for X 1− at B ext = 0, the dependence of the RF noise on δ is opposite for charge noise and spin noise.
Applying this concept to the quantum dot response in Fig. 2 (a) leads to the unambiguous conclusion that the noise at low frequencies arises from charge noise and that the noise at high frequencies arises from spin noise. The noise spectrum at δ = 0 measured on an empty quantum dot, driving the neutral exciton X 0 transition, also shows two noise features, again charge noise and Charge noise (noise in the local electric field) results in a "rigid" shift of the optical resonance leading to a small change in resonance fluorescence (RF) for zero detuning δ = 0 and a large change in RF at δ = Γ/2.
This applies for both X 0 and X 1− , (a), (b). Without an external magnetic field, spin noise (noise in the local magnetic field experienced by a conduction electron) results in a small shift in the X 0 resonance position, qualitatively as for charge noise, (c). (d) For X 1− however, spin noise induces a Zeeman splitting in the resonance resulting in a large change in RF at δ = 0 and a small change in RF at δ = Γ/2 (zero for
, opposite to charge noise. This difference, a "rigid" shift of the X 1− resonance from charge noise, a "breathing motion" in the X 1− resonance from spin noise, allows charge noise and spin noise to be identified. spin noise, Fig. 4(a) . The X 0 and X 1− have similar levels of charge noise. This is expected as the X 0 and X 1− dc Stark shifts are similar and each exciton probes exactly the same environment. The X 0 spin noise is less however. Qualitatively, this reflects the fact that the X 0 splits into two states even at B ext = 0 (the so-called fine structure, a consequence of an anisotropy in the electron-hole exchange) such that the dispersion for small B N is quadratic and not linear, reducing massively the sensitivity of X 0 to spin noise (see Methods).
The noise behaviour X 0 versus X 1− supports the charge/spin assignment of the noise processes.
Further confirmation is provided in Fig. 2 . It is striking that, first, the charge noise is very small -the rms noise in the local potential is just 2.1 µV. This is a consequence of both the ultra-pure material (samples of poorer quality exhibit more charge noise) and also the carefully controlled experimental conditions. The sensitivity of the quantum dot to the small levels of charge noise reflects the large Stark shifts and, on the one hand, the potential of quantum dots as ultra-sensitive electrometers 7, 27, 28 ; and, on the other hand, the difficulty in generating transform-limited single photons from individual quantum dots. Secondly, it is striking that, even at 4 K, the charge noise is concentrated at such low frequencies. allows its direct determination. The time is comparable to estimates of nuclear spin decay through a dipole-dipole process 31 . This direct observation of spin noise opens a new route to probing and controlling the nuclear spin evolution; experiments in a finite magnetic field are underway.
Quantum dot optical linewidth A clear result is that both charge and spin noise fall rapidly with increasing frequency such that above 100 kHz, the RF noise amplitude (power) reduces by 2 to 3 (4 to 6) four orders of magnitude compared to the low frequency limit. The noise curves predict therefore that the exciton dephasing processes are slow relative to radiative decay which occurs at a GHz rate. To explore this, we measure the quantum dot linewidth as the measurement frequency f scan is gradually increased (see Methods). Fig. 2(d) shows the RF linewidth Γ as a function of scanning frequency. We find that Γ decreases from 1.70 µeV to 0.93 µeV as f scan increases from 1 Hz to 50 kHz. At higher f scan , Γ remains constant. Furthermore, within our experimental error (0.1 µeV), this constant value at high f scan corresponds to the transform limit, Γ 0 .
A transform-limited RF spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(c) . In other words, the increase in Γ over Γ 0 at low f scan reflects the influence of processes which are slow not just relative to the recombination rate (GHz) but also relative to our maximum experimental "speed" (100 kHz). These results are confirmed by measuring also X 1− with the same procedure. In this case, the linewidth decreases to 0.75 µeV at high scan rates, a lower value than for X 0 , reflecting the slightly larger radiative decay time 32 for X 1− .
Charge noise and spin noise spectra The local charge noise spectrum Fig. 2(a) localization sites in the ensemble. We simulate the noise by taking (i) a fixed array of localization centres, (ii) a fixed average hole concentration, and (iii) a centre-independent capture/escape rate.
The total electric field at the location of the quantum dot is calculated for a particular configuration from simple electrostatics 7 , and the configuration changes over time are calculated by treating each localization centre separately in a Monte Carlo simulation (see Methods).
The spin noise is modelled in a similar way, by treating each nuclear spin as a fictitious two-level system (see Methods). The simulations yield time traces F (t) and B N (t). The RF signal S(t) is then calculated according to the known dependence of RF on F and B N (see Methods), and then a simulated noise amplitude N QD (f ) is calculated using exactly the same routine used to process the experimental data. The complete simulation accounts for simultaneous F and B N fluctuations; it allows us to draw precise conclusions on the charge and spin noise without assuming for instance an over-simplified dependence of RF on F , B N ; and it enables us to perform a stringent test of the specific charge noise model.
The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4(a) where very close correspondence with the measured noise spectrum has been achieved. The amplitude of the low frequency noise, the charge noise, depends sensitively on the number, location and occupation probability of the localization centres; the characteristic roll-off frequency on the capture/escape rates. The amplitude of the high frequency noise, the spin noise, depends sensitively on B N,rms ; its associated characteristic frequency depends on the nuclear spin flip rate. The success of the simulation allows us to present the noise spectra of F and B N individually, Fig. 4 (b) ,(c): these curves are deduced from the measured RF noise with low random and systematic error.
Sample history It is known that the optical resonance frequency of a particular quantum dot varies slightly from cool down to cool down. Fig. 2(b) shows in addition that the charge noise at low temperature is dependent on the sample's history. The amplitude of the low frequency noise varies by up to a factor of ten depending on the particular charge state of the sample. For this particular sample, the low noise state can be reached by temporary illumination with non-resonant laser light, followed by a wait of a few hours during which the noise at very low frequencies gradually reduces. This information is crucial in optimizing performance of the device as spin or optical qubit. The point we stress is that the noise spectrum is much more revealing about the dephasing processes than the optical frequency or optical linewidth alone.
Role of non-resonant excitation The RF experiment involves driving the optical resonance with coherent laser light at photon energies far below the band gap of the host semiconductor.
We have checked that the laser itself does not induce noise by carrying out experiments with two lasers, one tuned to the quantum dot resonance, the other detuned by a few nanometers. The presence of the second laser does not change the quantum dot noise spectrum. The situation changes profoundly if RF is detected in the presence of a second laser with photon energy above the band gap, non-resonant excitation. Even very small non-resonant intensities result in much increased noise. Initially, as the non-resonant power is increased, there is a rapid increase in noise at low frequencies, Fig. 5(a) . Even measured slowly with 0.1 s integration time per point, there are massive changes in the RF, and, as a consequence, large changes in the exact lineshape from scan to scan, Fig. 5(b) . On increasing the non-resonant power, this low frequency noise goes away -the noise at the lowest frequencies returns almost to its original level -but noise now appears at higher frequencies, Fig. 5(c) , in particular between 10 Hz and 10 kHz. Measured slowly, the spectrum acquires a Lorentzian-shape without scan-to-scan fluctuations, Fig. 5(b) , but with an increased linewidth as a consequence of the extra noise at frequencies above 10 Hz. At these non-resonant powers, the photoluminescence induced by the non-resonant laser is weaker than the RF induced by the resonant laser. At higher non-resonant laser powers, the photoluminescence dominates over the RF and the noise increases further. These results demonstrate that while non-resonant illumination can change and possibly reduce fluctuations at low-frequency, it results in a net increase in noise.
The standard optical technique, detection of photoluminescence with non-resonant excitation, has this serious flaw, expressed quantitatively in this experiment.
As an outlook, we comment that (i) the high frequency limit of our experiment is limited only by the photon flux. Which can be increased relatively simply using either a micro-cavity or photonic nanowire to enhance the photon extraction efficiency from the device. The experiment demonstrates that the dephasing processes which limit the T * 2 of the quantum dot exciton are all slow with respect to radiative recombination; that charge and spin noise reduce rapidly for increasing frequencies: the "semiconductor vacuum" is achieved for the exciton above 50 kHz, and perhaps for a spin qubit above 1 MHz. These results all point to the possibilities of achieving close to dephasing-free qubit operations by working at very high frequencies or at lower frequencies by exploiting echo-like schemes. 
Determination of quantum dot RF noise spectrum
Post measurement, a binning time t bin is selected, typically 1 µs. The number of counts in each time bin is S(t), the average number of counts per bin S(t) . The fast Fourier transform of the normalized RF signal S(t)/ S(t) is calculated to yield a noise spectrum, specifically
N RF (f ) has the same spectrum independent of the choice of t bin and T : smaller values of t bin allow N (f ) to be determined to higher values of frequency f ; larger values of T allow N (f ) to be determined with higher resolution. To record a noise spectrum of the experiment alone, the quantum dot is detuned by > 100 linewidths relative to the laser and one polarizer is rotated by a small angle to open slightly the detection channel for reflected laser light, choosing the rotation so that the detected laser light gives the same count rate as the quantum dot RF. A noise spectrum of the reflected laser light is recorded using the routine used to analyse the RF, yielding N exp (f ). N exp (f ) has a 1/f -behaviour at low frequencies arising from intensity fluctuations in the laser: N exp (f ) is typically larger than N QD (f ) for f < 1 Hz. For f > 100 Hz, N exp (f ) has a completely f -independent spectrum, N exp ∼ 10 −3 Hz −1/2 : this is the shot noise. The noise spectrum of the quantum dot is then determined using
where N RF (f ) and N exp (f ) are not measured simultaneously is successful on account of the high stability of the setup. Furthermore, no spectral resonances in N QD (f ) have been discovered. We present here N QD (f ) after averaging at each f over a frequency range ∆f yielding equidistant data points on a logarithmic scale. This entire procedure enables us to discern N QD (f ) down to values of 10 −5 Hz −1/2 for T = 2 hours.
Determination of quantum dot linewidth
To determine the quantum dot optical linewidth Γ, we apply a triangle voltage signal to the gate with 100 mV amplitude, recording the RF signal as a function of time. Each time the quantum dot comes into resonance with the constant frequency laser, a peak in the RF is observed. The peak is fitted to a Lorentzian, and the width in mV is converted to a width in µeV using the Stark shift. The Stark shift is determined by recording the resonance position in V g for many laser frequencies, the laser frequency measured in each case with an ultra-precise wavemeter. The scan frequency is defined as the scanning rate divided by the transform-limited linewidth, f scan = dδ/dt/Γ 0 with Γ 0 =h/τ r . The radiative lifetime, τ r , is measured either from an intensity correlation measurement, g (2) (t), or from a decay curve following pulsed excitation.
Noise simulations The experiment determines the spectrum of the noise in the RF and demonstrates that it is dominated by charge noise at low frequency, spin noise at high frequency. The noise sensor, the RF from a single quantum dot, has a trivial dependence on the fluctuating electric and magnetic fields only for small fluctuations in the detunings around particular values of detuning δ, Fig. 3 . The Monte Carlo simulations allow us to determine both the electric field and magnetic field noise accurately by describing the response of the sensor for all δ, treating charge noise and spin noise on an equal footing. The basic approach is to calculate F (t) and B N (t), in each case from a ensemble of independent 2-level fluctuators using a Monte Carlo approach; to calculate the RF signal S(t) from F (t) and B N (t); and to compute the noise N (f ) from S(t) using exactly the same routine as for the experiments (but without the correction for extrinsic noise of course). For X 1− , S = 
where a is the dc Stark coefficient and g the electron g-factor. For X 0 , S = 
with ∆ the fine structure splitting.
The simulation for the charge noise proceeds by assuming that the noise arises from an ensemble of localization centres, each of which can be occupied by a single hole 7 . The centres are located 150 nm away from the quantum dots at the capping layer/blocking barrier interface. The centres have a density of N c and, at any particular time, are occupied/unoccupied (states 1/0) with probability p, 1 − p such that the hole density is N h = pN c . At t = 0, each centre is occupied by a random number generator giving a configuration of localized charges C(0). At a later time, δt, C(δt) is calculated from C(0) again with a random number generator using the probabilities of a 0 → 1, 1 → 0 transition from the theory of a two-level fluctuator 33 . The localization centres are treated independently. The localization centres directly above the quantum dot give rise to substantial energy shifts which we very rarely observe: we therefore neglect any localization centres in a circle of diameter 1 µm about the quantum dot axis. This is probably related to a strain field above the quantum dot. The procedure is repeated to give C(0), C(δt), C(2δt), etc. The electric field F (t) is calculated 7 for each C. The calculation of the time trace of the magnetic field B N proceeds in a similar way, albeit simplified: each nucleus is treated as a two-level fluctuator, with equal 0 → 1, 1 → 0 transition rates.
